Flea – Home
Preparation Check List
__________________ Technician Signature

________________ Client Signature
________________ Date

Yes/No
Determine with homeowner, what is the current source of the flea problem:
______

* Indoor Pets

______

* Indoor – Outdoor Pets

______

* No pets present. (Meaning undetected vermin in voids of home or exterior rodents or vermin
frequenting outside entrance of home.)

______

If pets are present, confirm by documented proof the homeowner has taken the pet(s) to a
veterinarian for flea bath and implemented the Frontline or Advantage Flea treatment program
(or similar) on the pet(s)

______

All floor areas (carpet and hard floors) plus upholstered furniture have been extensively and
thoroughly vacuumed twice in the past 24 hours prior to our arrival. Plus the vacuum bag(s)
have been discarded outside of the house immediately after.

______

Remove all materials from floor areas under beds, furniture, closet floors to eliminate clutter and
provide as much floor space access as possible for our treatment.

______

Ensure all children’s toys, pet toys, infant belongings and general clutter are all up off the floor
areas throughout the entire house.

______

Empty pet food and water dishes and place in sink or on counter.

______

All pets with the exception of fish tanks need to be vacated from the home for at least 5 hours
upon commencement of treatment. Fish tanks must be covered with a drop sheet (blanket) and
the air pump(s) turned off to prevent any air born introduction of our flushing agent into the tank
water.

______

Upon our arrival we request you vacate the home and remain out for 5 hours after our completion
and Lockup of the residence.

Caution:
(A)

Any flea eggs and larvae missed during your vacuuming will still hatch during the next 30-40 days. They will
come in contact with our product and the veterinarians product on your pet(s) and perish quickly thereafter.
Do not be alarmed and think the problem is re-occurring.

(B)

Upon re-entry open a couple windows for 15 minutes to air out the flushing agent used during the treatment.

(C)

Some floor areas could be slippery upon re-entry and will dry quickly after you open up and air-out your home.

(D)

Plug fish tank pump(s) back in and uncover tank.

Important:
(1)

Do not wash any of your floor areas for at least 3 weeks. You can do repeated damp mopping swiffering but
no wet mopping or you will remove too much of our product.

(2)

No question is a stupid question! When in doubt about a concern, please give us a call to discuss.

Contact The Spidermen for Assistance
1-844-837-7378
safesolutions@thespidermen.ca

